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MINUTES OF WACWISA CORE TEAM MEETING HELD ON 11TH JULY, 2019, AT THE 

WACWISA MEETING ROOM, NYANKPALA CAMPUS 

1.0 Attendance  

 

1.1 Present 

1. Prof. Felix K. Abagale - Director  

2. Prof. Saa Dittoh - Grants Coordinator 

3. Prof. Israel K. Dzomeku - Research Team Leader 

4. Prof. Abdul-Ganiyu Shaibu  - Academic Programmes Coordinator 

5. Dr. Dzigbodi Adzo Doke  - Research Team Leader 

6. Dr. Samuel J. Cobbina - Industrial Liaison Coordinator 

7. Dr. Mamudu A. Akudugu - Monitoring and Evaluation Coordinator 

8. Dr. Sylvester N. Ayambila - Research Coordinator 

9. Mr. Bernard Alando - Administrative Coordinator/Secretary 

 

1.2 Apologies for absence 

1. Prof. Gordana Kranjac-Berisavljevic’ - Deputy Director 

2. Prof. Abdul-Halim Abubakari - Research Team Leader 

3. Dr. Bernard N. Baatuuwie - Research Team Leader 

4. Mr. Thomas A. Adongo - Research Team Member 

5. Dr. Raymond Kasei - Research Team Leader 

No Discussions Action Point 

2.0 Opening Remarks, Review and Adoption of Minutes.  

The meeting commenced at 9:30am with an opening prayer by Prof. 

Dzomeku. This was followed by introductory remarks from the Director 

of the Centre, Prof. Abagale. 

  

The Director’s brief remarks were then followed by a review of the 

minutes of the previous meeting held on 4th June, 2019, which was 

accepted as accurate, subject to corrections of minor typographical 

errors. Prof. Shaibu then moved for the acceptance of the minutes and 

was seconded by Dr. Akudugu. 

 

3.0 Matters Arising from the Minutes 

3.1 Incorporation of budget lines for Administration and Governance 

into WACWISA Implementation for year one (1): Prof Dittoh reported 

that the amendment had been done. 

 

3.2 Appointment Letters for WACWISA Core Management Team 

Members: This had been done. However, concerns were raised to the 

effect that the appointments should have been in line with the 

mainstream university ranks and also that there should be time limit for 

the appointments. Prof. Abagale indicated that the letters were done in 

the absence of the Registrar and promised to discuss the issue with the 

Registrar when he returns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Director to discuss 

appointment letters with 

Registrar 
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3.3 Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Partners: Prof. 

Abagale indicated that a draft MoU had been developed and would be 

shared with the UDS Directorate for International Relations and 

Advancement (UDS-DIRA) for inputs before it can be finalized for 

signing with each of WACWISA’s partners. 

 

3.4 Invitation of Interplast Ghana Ltd and Dizengoff Ltd to join 

WACWISA Sectoral Partners: It was suggested to the Industrial Liaison 

Officer, Dr. Cobbina, to consider inviting Interplast Ghana Ltd and 

Dizengoff Ltd to participate in the 2nd International Conference on 

Irrigation and Agricultural Development (IRAD, 2019) and also invite 

them to become sectoral partners of WACWISA. 

Administrator to share 

draft MoU with DIRA 

for inputs 

 

 

 

Dr. Cobbina to invite 

Interplast Ghana Ltd and 

Dizengoff Ltd to 

participate in IRAD, 

2019 and also join 

WACWISA sectoral 

partners  

3.5 Technical Support to Government One Village, One Dam (1V1D) 

Initiative: The Director reported that following the new direction to 

include interested Civil Society Organisations (CSOs), a draft concept 

was developed and shared with CARE International, who seem 

interested. Therefore, a presentation was being put together to discuss 

the details of the project with them to enable them apply for funding for 

the project from USAID. It was also agreed that since UDS already had 

an MoU with CARE International, WACWISA should inform Rev. 

Kaba, who is the contact person for the existing partnership CARE 

International to be aware of the proposal. 

 

Director to inform Rev. 

Kaba about 

WACWISA’s 1V, 1D 

advocacy project with 

CARE International 

 

3.6 Comments from World Bank Consultant on WACWISA 

Implementation Plan (IP): The Director announced that there was no 

feedback from the World Bank Consultant, Dr. Karl yet. He indicated 

that we could go ahead and submit the IP to AAU since there was not 

likely to be any major changes to it. 

 

 

3.7 Short Courses: Prof. Israel Dzomeku informed the meeting that the 

first batch of short courses were completed and ready to be ran. 

 

3.8 Scholarship Guidelines: the scholarship guidelines were presented 

and adopted subject to minor amendments.  

 

3.9 Students Enrolment: The Directed announced that sixty-seven (67) 

scholarship applications had so far been received from both national and 

regional candidates but with very few applications from females, 

especially for the PhD programme. He encouraged team members to 

share the call and encourage more qualified female to apply. He also 

indicated that in view of the challenges posed with the delay in the 

release of funds from the World Bank, the awardees will be divided into 

two batches (September and January), in order to reduce the burden of 

finding money for accommodation, stipend etc. This will also make 

room for the intake of more candidates who are qualified. 

 

4.0 Main Business 

 

4.1 Presentation of Draft WACWISA Strategic Plan (SP): Dr. Ayambila 

presented an advanced draft of the SP at the meeting, and after several 

comments and suggestions the committee was encouraged to finalize the 

document and submit it for final approval at the next meeting. 

 

 

Dr. Ayambila to submit 

final SP document for 

approval at the next 

meeting 
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4.2 2nd International Conference on Irrigation and Agriculture 

Development (IRAD, 2019): The leader of the Conference Planning 

Committee, Dr. Sylvester Ayambila, made a presentation on 

arrangements so far made towards the event. It was suggested that the 

committee should invite the Northern Development Authority (NDA) 

and the FADAMA project. Also, it was agreed that Prof. Jeremiah 

Oludele Ojediran from Bells University of Technology, Ota Nigeria and 

Prof. Saa Dittoh should be invited as commissioned speakers. The 

conference poster was agreed to be designed and distributed in both hard 

and soft versions across networks and platforms to raise awareness about 

the conference.  

Dr. Ayambila to invite 

NDA and FADAMA 

Project and also invite 

Prof. Jeremiah Oludele 

Ojediran and Prof Saa 

Dittoh as commissioned 

speakers 

Mr. Alando to 

coordinate the design 

and distribution of 

conference poster. 

 4.3 Students Handbook: Prof. Shaibu, presented the final draft students 

handbook for comments and inputs. Several suggestions and inputs were 

made which the committee took note of to finalise and submit for final 

approval. 

Prof. Shaibu to finalise 

students handbook for 

final approval. 

4.3 Appointment of Grants Coordinator: The Director announced that 

Prof. Saa Dittoh had been appointed as Grants Coordinator for 

WACWISA. His work will include: 

i. Coordinate all research grants and fundraising activities within 

WACWISA  

ii. Encourage other faculty members to pass their grants through 

WACWISA since that will attract matching funds from the 

World Bank.  

iii. Research and send out timely information on available funding 

opportunities to faculty members and students. 

iv. Review and guide the development and submission of funding 

proposals to donors.  

 

The detailed job description of the Grants Coordinator was being 

finalized and would be shared when ready.  

 

In line with this, the Director indicated that he was developing a proposal 

to the Royal Academy of Engineering and will share the draft for inputs 

from colleagues. 

 

5.0 Closing  

Prof. Israel Dzomeku moved for the closure of the meeting and was seconded by Dr. Dzigbodi Doke. 

 

The Closing prayer was said by Dr. Mamudu Akuduku  

 

The date for the next meeting was to be communicated later. The meeting ended at 1:45pm 

 

Compiled by: 

 

 

 

Bernard Alando (ChPA, CMC) Prof. Felix K. Abagale 

Administrative Coordinator/Secretary Director 


